QUESTION BANK FOR JE(TELE) LDCE
1) What are the basic requirements of PCM system? Explain about sampling?
2) What is a frame and multi-frame? Explain about multi-frame?
3) Explain working of SPC exchange with a functional block diagram
4) Draw the basic block diagram of an ELECTRONIC TELEPHONE and explain its
working.
5) List out the features of any electronic exchange and explain any five features
6) What are the different types of modulation techniques and explain balance
modulator?
7) Explain about positive and negative feed back? Explain advantages of negative
feedback in amplifiers
8) Write short notes on any Three
i) Phase lock loop
ii) Automatic gain control (AGC)
iii) Varactor Diode
iv) Step Recovery diode
v) Mixer in Receiver
9) What are the periodical tests to be carried out on underground cables and give the
accepted value?
10) Write the quad allocation for 6-quad cable and give its electrical characteristics?
11) Explain the working of Section Control in RE area with the help of a Schematic
diagram?
12) Draw the simplified circuit diagram of 2W control telephone and explain its
working?
13) Draw the block diagram QPSK modulator and explain briefly?
14) Explain the call processing in SIEMENS 4000 Electronic Exchange?
15) Draw the block diagram of SIEMENS 4000 Electronic Exchange and briefly
explain each block?
16) Explain briefly about the difference circuit cards used in SIEMENS 4000
Electronic Exchange?
17) Write short notes:
i) Two frequency plan ii) fresnel zone. Iii) folded dipole antenna
iv) K-factor.

18) Draw the functional block diagram of SPC exchange and mention the working of
Each block.
19) Explain call processing in any telephone exchange.
20) Draw the block diagram of push button telephone and explain each block.
21) List out the special features of electronic exchange.
22) What are the periodical tests to be carried out for U/G Telecom cable?
23) What are the different types of cable joints used for Quad cable?
24) How Telecom cable is protected on culverts and bridges?
25) What are the precautions to be taken while cable laying?
26) What daily maintenance you will carry out for diesel engine?
27) Write five advantages of SMPS over conventional power supply?
28) Explain the function of anyone of the microphone with necessary diagram and
also explain its characteristics?
29) What are the requirements needed to install a PA system for platform
announcement?
30) Briefly explain the PA system arrangements for conference hall.
31) Give the list of materials that are kept in ARTs ?
32) Give the periodicity of testing BD SPLs by different staff ?
33) What are the arrangements made at accident spot when the accident occurs in
underground cable area?
34) What is the essential difference between ISDN and normal telephone system?
Explain briefly BRI, PRI and NT.
35) What are the advantages of ISDN?
36) What are the faults in PRS system and what are the different types of tests to be
conducted to isolate the faults?
37) Explain IVRS system with a simple block diagram?
Write short notes on:
a) Statistical Multiplexer.

b) Modem
c) LDR
d) Router.
38) Explain briefly about Cards in Siemens exchange.
39) What is MDF (Main Distribution Frame)? What are the requirements of MDF?
40) Explain principle and operation of a dynamic microphone with a neat diagram.
41) What is the need for matching in PA system. Explain voltage matching method
with necessary diagram.
42) Explain platform announcement system for a 4 Nos of platforms of 1 KM each.
43) What is meant by UPS? Name the three types of UPS and explain any one of
them with block diagram? Give it uses?
44) What are the advantages of SMPS over linear power supply? Explain briefly
working of SMPS with block diagram.
45) Write short notes on:
a) Power supply arrangement at OFC Hut.
b) Difference between three types of UPS
c) Voltage regulator
d) VRLA battery
e) Initial charging of lead acid battery
46) What are the advantages and disadvantages of SMPS over conventional power
plants?
47) What are the maintenance requirement for conventional lead acid batteries ?
48) Write the different types of battery charging and where they are used?
49) What are the precautions to be taken for battery room?
50) Write the procedure of initial charging of a lead acid battery and write the
precautions to be taken during charging?
51) Write the maintenance to be carried out for lead acid battery? Explain how you
will attend a sulphated lead acid cell?
52) Write what precautions you will take to avoid defects in lead acid battery? Draw
the simple type of battery charger block diagram and explain function of each stage?
53) Explain with a neat sketch how the tapping for a way station is done in a 4- wire
DTMF Control communication system.

54) Explain with a block diagram the working of DTMF decoder used in way station.
55) Explain the working of an auto dialling system and how it is used in control
working?
56) What are the different types of main telecom cable joints used in RE area?
Explain the function of each joint.
57) What are the periodical tests to be conducted in RE main telecom cable?
58) What are the precautions to be taken for cable jointing?
59) Draw and explain the functional block diagram of SPC Exchange.
60) What do you know about electronic exchanges and different circuits used in any
electronic telephone exchange? Briefly explain.
61) Explain what do you understand by Conference facility in an exchange.
62) What are the functions of MDF?
63) What are the protection arrangements done in an exchange?
64) What would be the role of a railway servant in the case of train accident, when
he/she is travelling in the same train?
65) What would be the role of the testroom during an accident of passenger train?
66) Why earth is required ? Give five points in support of your explanation.
67) Explain with schematic diagram the principle of SMPS based power plants.
68) What is surge? And what are its causes?
69) Explain about ring earth system.
70) What are the classes of SPDs ? And explain about each protection.
71) Mention the characteristics of good earthing system.
72) What is chemical earthing?
73)What is Central Control office?
74) Explain about Emergency control circuit with a simple sketch.
75) Explain the working principle of DTMF way station equipment with a block
diagram.
76) Mention the OFC based control communication systems you know and explain
about any one with a diagram.
77) Briefly explain about the following:
a. Voice data logger

b. SCADA
c. ISDN
d. DECT
78) Write down different cards of TJ100MC-1 in STM-1 equipment.
79) What are the advantages of SDH system?
80) Draw the System Architecture for WEBFIL Flexi mux with its Modules and Cards
81) Write down the Basic Requirements of PCM system.
82) What are the advantages of ISDN exchange?
83) What are various components used in IP based CCTV surveillance system.
84) Draw the connectivity diagram of IPIS system of a station.
85) Explain the working principle of dynamic microphone.
86) Write short notes on Woofer and Tweeter.
87) Explain direct radiator and indirect radiator in terms of loud speaker?
88) Write short notes on the following:
a) Switch board cable
b) Field Service cable
c) Double drop wire
d) Cable termination box
e) Shrinking of the sleeve
f) Krone terminatinations/IDC connectors
89) Explain what are the types of tests to be carried out on underground cables,
before and after laying?
90) What are the types of faults that can occur in a underground cable? Explain
them, with probable causes?
91) Describe the method of measurement of earth resistance.

